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Christmas at the Branch

In the eighteen hundreds, Cincinnati was
one.of the.most rapidly growing communities in the
nat10n. R1ver traffic was heavy and so was the
canal commerce with the north. The railroads were
extending their lines and networks from the east
and from the south.
The local population increased so rapidly
that hospital facilities could not keep up with
it. Private and religious institutions for the
poor and indigent sprang up, but they could not
cope with the epidemics, endemics and varied illnesses of the population.
The first public hospital in Cincinnati,
erected at the bend of the canal, on four acres
of land, in 1820, and opened for service a year
later, was ncuueu. "The cornmorcial HC"lspital and
Lunatic Asylum for The State of Ohio." In addition it was an infirmary, a poor house and an
orph~nage. It was immediately overcrowded.
The infirmary and orphanage sections
were moved to other quarters in 1852. And in 1854,
the Ames Mansion in the village of Li~k R~n was
leased to accommodate the insane, ~nt~l, ~n 1859,
the present Longview (asylum) Hosp1ta1 was erected
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inroads. A cool head and measured reactions to
our future course is required . Our choices should
be made on an ad hoc basis as the questions arise
within the countries involved and in our dealings
wi th them. No other course seems likely to improve
t he prospects of peace and economic stability.
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in Carthage.
In 1866, a much larger hospital was erected
on the site of the Commercial Hospital.
It was named
the Cincinnati Hospital and was said to be nthe
most magnificent structure of its kind on the continent." But soon the patient load exceeded its
capacity.
Further relief for the crowded Cincinnati
Hospital was brought about in 1878, with the purchase of a fifty-three acre farm for use as a smallpox hospital, off Gurley Road in the Lick Run Valley
north of Price Hill.
It bore the undignified name
of "The Pest House," but soon was renamed the Branch
Hospital, a branch of the Cincinnati Hospital, a
more appropriate name.
Smallpox was a leading cause of death
in Cincinnati in the 1870's, but it was rapidly
brought under control when vaccination was insisted upon and finally required.
So, by 1897, The Branch had very few
smallpox patients, and they were moved to smaller
quarters, to a remodeled frame farm house, on
the north of the property.
The Branch Hospital buildings, with this
vacancy, were remodeled and dedicated July 8, 1897,
as the Cincinnati Tuberculosis Sanitorium, retaining the same name until 1916, when it was appropriately called The Dunham Hospital. However, to
most of us old-timers it was always "The Branch."
My father was its first superintendent
and Medical Director. Here, in my youth, I spent
many days exploring the farm and its woods,
orchard and fields, with many, many fond recolleot-ions.
The Branch was really a family in its
early days, as the patients, who ~u:vived the
first year usually stayed on idef~~~tely, some
taking jobs on the place. The ent~re farm was
open to the ambulatory patients providing they
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a~ways carried their sputum cup and handkerchief

w~th them.
If they were caught spitting on the
g:o~nd, they were restricted, for a period, to a
l~m~ted area, where they could be watched.
This

was ~he only penalty I knew of. They were not
conf~ned to quarters, as part of their treatment
was sunlight, fresh air and moderate exercise all
of which improved their health and morale.
'
Now, after this prolonged, but I hope,
informative introduction, I want to tell you of
"The Branch at Christmas."

* * * * * * * *
I remember that, just after Thanksgiving,
The Branch prepared for Christmas. Those who were
interested in the Hospital, besides donating time
and money, were about obtaining what they could,
and what they wanted, from business houses. For
example, linen, for the women patients to make
handkerchiefs, and other materials, silk and
satin to make scented sachet bags, pin cushions,
ties, scarves and embroidered articles. The men
who loved to whittle made nut crackers, whistles,
napkin rings, inlaid boxes, darning eggs, etc.
They painted objects such as shaving mugs and
small flower pots. If leather was available,
they made belts, razor strops and carpet slippers.
There were artisans of many crafts among the
patients who produced quite a diversity of small
gifts to adorn the Christmas tree.
Then there were small jars of jellies
and jams and cornucopias of nuts, from the Hospital
grounds prepared by the nurses and other personnel.
Everyone contributed. Popcorn was strung and
colored paper chains were made. Electric lights
ha d not yet come so that candles and other ornaments were provi d e d rrom ou~~i d A.
I believe that what started such a
grand undertaking, although father had, on previous Christmases, provided a tree, small gifts
and some entertainment, was that A.rchbishop
Moeller, father's friend and patient, gave him

\\
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a check

of goodly
father and others
real show for his
Christmas for the

amount every Christmas. To this,
added their bit to produce a
flock, many of whom would see
last time.

The auxiliary group and other interested
persons solicited churches, organizations businesses and individuals in the nearby area to
donate cakes and candies, apples and oranges
and entertainment. Many generously gave.
Several days before Christmas, father
and I would drive down to the bend of the canal,
j ust east of the General Hospital where there
was an outdoor market of products brought there
by canal boat from the northern farms. We picked
a large Christmas tree for The Branch which was
t aken there atop the bus which was used to transport patients from the Gen~ral to the Branch.
A smaller tree was selected for our home.
We
also collected holly and mistletoe and for our
family, a turkey or goose, some vegetables and
fruit, and perhaps some apple cider.
At The Branch, Christmas Eve approached.
After early supper, the patients and guests
asse~led in the large dining room.
The tree
was 1n a corner~ fully adorned and lighted,
surrounded by g1fts the patients had made,
and others from their families and friends.
As dusk settled, the entire assembly
sa~g fitting songs for the occasion, words of
Wh1c~ were ~as~ed around, to the accompaniment
of p1ano, v1011n, banjo and accordian, as I
remember.
There were a few short recitations
sometimes by a patient, a solo or two. Then'
t~e V?lunteers and nurses stepped forward and
d1str1buted the girts.
.
After some ice cream and cake and a
fInal song "Silent Night, Holy Night" the party
was over.
Who could forget those Christmases?

Donald J. Lyle
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To Members of the Literary Club,
Christ as, 1977. With apologies
to t he late Frank Sullivan
Deck t he halls with balsam wood,
'Tis season Murray, Seasongood,
When all men are truly brothers,
Both the young and old Carothers;
Cry wassail and rest ye merry,
Toast the twain yclept Asbury,
Praise the child of virgin birth,
And neglect not the brace Wadsworth.
Follow still the shining star
Tha t lights the shade of Lawrence
Ca rr,
Give us all the grace to thank
Bob Kehoe and Forest Frank.
Stuff the stocking tres bouffant
For Carl Vitz and Sam Trufant.
Set the welkin gay akilter
For Sam Sandrnel and Richard Vilter,
Howard Luther, Bob Van Fossen,
Campbell Crockett and Morse Johnson,
Join the Yule's rejOicing circle
With Wulsins both and Edward Merkel ,
And deck the room with boughs of holly
For Robert Taft and Gene Mihaly.
Martinis twist with lemon peel
For Johns Warrington, Re i d and Diehl,
Nor be in all too great a hurry
To bump a nog with Herbert Curry,
And let us all be glad and thanksome
For Victor Reichert, Walter Langsam,

The Richard Rusts and John

c.

lee,

Alan Vogeler, Bruce Petrie.
Let wise men wander from afar
To seek the joy of Stephen Starr,
Van Meter Ames and Charlie Aring ,
.Who in the genial glow of sharing,
L~ght anew the festive log

For Norman Levy, Vincent Aug

Nelson Knaggs and Bishop Krumm:
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Meld a tot of buttered rum
To cry a merry, "Down the hatch!
For Elliott Palmer, Lewis Gatch,
And let the radiance of Karma
Encircle Coates, Traquar and Farmer.
I>

Hail the manners and the mores
Of Louis Nippert, Guido Gores!
Let the night's infectious spark
Light Douglas Mansfield, Roger Clark,
And set the rooftree's rafters tiltin'
For George Stimson and Robert Hilton.
a heilige and stille nacht
For Frank Mayfield and Martin Hacht!
Ring a special joyous bell
For Elder, James and A. Connell
And give a good resounding whoop
For Louis Prince and Stanley Troup,
A hefty haunch of venison
For Warren's special Bennis-on.
Play an Eldritch Celtish prank
On that Welsh punster, Davis, Frank,
And bake a savory pirog
For Adams, Phil and Samuel pogue.
Bring a future all serene
For Bill Anderson and Hoke Green,
A special bowl of high wassail
For Allen, Bob and Ollie Ga le.
Fetch only all the tidings goodward
For Charlie Judd and Garber, woodward,
And please deliver, pray, forsooth,
A special creche for Shepards B~oth,
And bring Librarian Garven Dahlgl1Sh
Fowler's latest Usage, En glish.
Bulging brimful stockings fill
For Kalthoff, Bob, sullivan, Bill,
Sec that nn misfortune stunts
The gladsome weal of Ernie Muntz,
Nor ever dulls the merry glimme r
Of Tom Gephardt and Hans Zimmer.
Let none the fullest joy begrudge
To Joseph Stern and Palmer, Judge ,
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Nor any naughty pixie pester
The good Jack Watson or John Vester,
Galbrai t h, Bob, or Holden Wilson,
Or yet our colleagues down at Filson.
For who so dares does little reck
The slow but solemn wrath of Peck,
Who iss ues writs conjoined by Kiely
To warn all those who would be wily,
Hark only to their joint decree -Th is is a time for zest and glee.
So si ng we all joyeaux Noel,
To Jim Kennedy; Huvos, Cornel -Gl en Thompson and Bob Mulligan
A special Christmas blessing on.
To Dunsker, Stew and Reichert, Dave
Ke sing a loud and lusty stave.
Last, but not least, this happy time,
A special grace that happy rhyme,
Peace, Good Will, George Rieveschel,
Joyeaux; joyeaux, joyeaux Noel!
-- One absent in flesh but not in spirit.

William Miller

3

Christmas Celebration, 1849

As Trustee after Trustee has pointed out,
it isn't easy to write a Christmas Ce lebration
paper after all of the years. I found this especially true 'as thoughts of Dr. Asbury's turkeys
kept running through my mind -- memories of those
wonderful birds of the past and of anticipQtion
of tonight's feast. A succulent piece of dark
meat on top of an island of oyster dressing surrounded by a sea of gravy.
As my mind wandered, I began to think
about the Christmas of 1849. Did the founding
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members ~f the Literary Club have a Christmas
Celebrat~on that year? If so who made all of
the arrangements? Who prepared and served the
food? What was served and where was it purchased? As far as I know, there ~as no Dr
Asbury to furnish a turkey, no caterer to ~ook
a~d.serve, and no Russell to oversee the festivltles.
The answers to most of these questions
probably lay buried in the past, but it is possible
to speculate on what might have been served assuming
that one of the members volunteered to do the job.
At this point, the writing of this paper
became more of a research project than a literary
effort. My best sources were the newspapers of
December, 1849, and, in view of the fact that
almost anything is acceptable in a Trustee's
Christmas Celebration paper, I must now admit
that substantial amounts of the following are
direct quotes from Cist's Advertiser, The Daily
Cincinnati Gazette and The Cincinnati Enquirer.
"Let he who is without sin cast the
first stone."
During the 1840's and 1850's, the Christmas
season was a time of great rivalry among the butchers
and grocers of Cincinnati. Each shopkeeper trie d
to outdo his competitors not only in the quality
and quantity of his wares, but also in the way
his goods were displayed. In fact, as the fo~low
ing editorial in The Enquirer of December 19 Indicates, the butchers even held a circus-like
parade to show off the animals that they would
slaughter and dress for the competition.
"The streets were made .lively yesterday with instrumental music, which ~illed the a.ir
with great volume. The cause was that t~e bands
producing it were engaged by some of our most
eminent butchers to proceed their show cattle,
which they intend to ornament their stalls with
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on Christmas. such beef and such mutton would make
the mouth of an epicure water like a living spring.
We saw pass our office in different lots 20 or 30
of as fine cattle as were grown and could safely
challenge the world to produce superior. They
were raised in Kentucky, chiefly in the counties
of Bourbon, Clark and ' Payette, by those farmers
who pride themselves upon their excellent stock.
Among such a lot of beautiful steers, heifers
and sheep as were drove, it would be difficult
to determine which could claim the palm of superiority. When there are slaughtered and hung up,
it will be a rich treat to see the market house,
particularly as each of the stalls will be decorated
with flags, banners and flowers, each striving
to eclipse the other in the show."
Do you suppose our :volunteer watched
the parade from his office or home and tried to
pick out the butcher he would patronize or did he
depend upon the day's newspaper advertisements?
For example, he might have been intrigued by the
ad of John Butcher and Dan Wunder.
"To the people of Cincinnati and the
region round about. Not withstanding the exciting difficulties in the political world, the
confusion that prevails at Washington in the
choice of a Speaker, and the bad feeling that
is exhibited at Columbus with regard to the
Senators from Hamilton County, and the strifes
and emotions throughout the Kingdom of ' Europe,
and the rising of the people to establish their
liberties. Though we regret the fate of Hungary,
we do not regret that the people in this country
get hungry. Though we are filled with abhorence
at the butcheries of the Russian and Austrian
leaders, we approve of the Butchers John has
caused to be committed, and Wunders in that line
Vanaken has performed. We therefore take great
pleasure to inform ' the people of Cincinnati and
the region round about, that their highest ambition is to produce the greatest good to the greatest
possible number, and to effect this desired end,
they have prepared the finest varieties of meats
during the holidays to suit the most delicate,
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fastedious appetite. You are therefore respectfully invited to calIon the Butchers and the
wunde:s at their stalls at Fifth Street Market
and w~tness perhaps the greatest disply of meats
that has ever been their good fortune to exhibit
to admiring Cincinnatians.
s~e twenty or thirty cattle fine,
Wlth ~ne hundred little grunters,
And flfty sheep and six fine deer
Will be among the Wunders.
'

A fine fat bear from Arkansas
Procured by famous hunters
And one from Kentucky, will grace
the stalls
Of the celebrated Wunders
There too a noted buffalo,
Far from the western Plains,
will be served up at Wunder's stall
Whether it snows or rains.
Your patronage they wish to gain ,
Pray do not make a blunder,
Seek out their stalls and there you'll
see
A Butcher and Wunder.
And may their fame through life
still grow,
Out living Rome and Greece,
And we sincerely hope and pray,
Such wunders ne're may cease."
Perhaps, on the other hand, our volunteer
was a loyal son of Ohio who felt that it was his
duty to support the farmers of his state.
If so,
the advertisement of Ned Shirike may have caught
his eye.
"Ned Shirike will be in the Field, 'armed
in proof in Fifth Street Market to meet his friends
with a show of meats, wild as well as to the uttermost of the ingenuity of civilization . Two heifers
three years old, raised by Philip Snyder of Butler
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county in this state; also two steers raised by
Adam Swift of the same county and fourteen of
J ohn Reed's finest sheep; together with a pair
of bears, a fine buffalo and any quantity of small
game, including a goat or two will, in part, contribute to the display.
Without wishing to incur the unpleasant
odium of bravado in this case, I challenge Kentucky
and any other state that may be represented at the
stalls to compete with Ohio . "
Not to be outdone by the above, a Mr.
Slimer advertised that he l1 intends to let out
and hopes that those who have been so loudly
blowing the ir horns before him will not take it
unkindly if his show of Christmas meats should
happen t o come up neck and neck, if not ahead,
in the general strife." To prove this, he promised
that he wo u ld have "as fair a sight as those
whose trumpets and drums have heralded the
approach of the land's fatness and aroused expectation to anticipate a degree of grande u r n e ver
dreamed of by the wildest fancies or conceived
by the mos t trancendental mind." He then added
that he was "satisfied to throw down t he glove
and stak e his beef and other meats against all
state s, conscious that good taste would not
cast him back an inch beyond the head of the
c lan."
Assuming that our voluntee r foun d the
right meat (I shou ld point out that turkey d i d not
become a traditional Christmas fare until after
the 1840's), I would guess that he visited Drake's
Grocery.
"As Ch ristmas is corning a nd soon
will be h ere,
The young a nd the old are expecting good c h eer,
Now to make preparations I invite
one and all
At E. G. Drake 's Gr ocery o n Fifth
Street to call.
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He has every material for making
good pies,
In which to excel every pastry cook
tries,
There cloves, ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg and mace,
You will find at the corner of Fifth
Street and Race.
And grapes, lemons, currants and citron
so fine,
And raisins and other good things in
that line,
And sugars and jellies and nuts, then
make haste,
To buy at the corner of Fifth Street
and Race.
And whene'r you call with intent there
to buy,
I am sure that you'll procure an abundant supply,
Then certain am I, you will never
forsake,
The grocery on Fifth Street of Edward
G. Drake."
Who prepared the food? I found no clues.
But knowing the Literary Club's reputation, I am
sure that it was well done and that it was properly
served. After all, as an editorial in the Enquirer
of December 23 stated :
"The good old custom that was wont to be
observed by our sires, of allowing themselves a
little extra indulgence in the way of luxuries
of the table during the holidays is still popular
among their decedants, and it will doubtless continue as long as SUc..:l l J: ich thinga i:n thQ wa.y or
eatables can be procured as we advertise today. "
Today we are the descendants. Let us
toast our sires and particularly our volunteer.
Let us allow ourselves c, a little extra indulgence
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in the way of the luxuries of the table " tonight.

Elliott P. Palmer

4

Christ, Christmas and The
Literary Club or Honesty
And Generosity as Necessary
Foundations for Good Writing

The title of this paper is obviously a
candidate for the distinction of being the longest
title of any paper read during this year. A much
shorter one was unwittingly and blasphemously
suggested by my wife who had been wakened one
night by my tossing and turning during a f it of
insomnia.
She asked what was keeping me awake.
When I said that I was mentally writing this
paper, she exploded: "Christ! The Literary
Club! "
And now from the ridiculous to, hopefully, the sublime.
Th is advent season Christians everywhere celebrate the incarnation. The fourth
gospel begins by describing the incarnation a~
"the Word . . . made flesh " (John 1: 1 4) . Wha.t ~s
meant by the "Word?" It has many meanings but
basically connotes the principle of reason and
order in the structure of the universe and in
all rational thought. Dependability, steadfastness and honesty are also among its mp.~n;ng~.
A biblical lexicographer would say that the word
includes superhuman objectivity, a quality that
good writers strive to attain as a necessary
ingredient of artistic integrity, the distrust
or "defusing" of their own feelings -- which is
not to say that they do not have strong feelings.
The serious literary craftsman is painfully aware
of the following famous statement by Francis Bacon :
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"The human understanding is like
an irregular mirror, which distorts
and discolors the nature of things
by mingling its own nature with
it.
. . . For everyone has a cave
of his own, which refracts and discolors the light of nature.
. ..
Numberless are the ways in which
the affections color and infect
the understanding."
Objectivity, rationality and honesty are then
foundations of good writing.
"
A personal experience of mine some years
ago demonstrates how difficult it is to become an
honest man. A few years earlier I had read a maga;ine article , the opening sentence of which was ~
If you are the father of a twelve-year-old boy,
look not to see for whom the policeman's whistle
bloweth -- it bloweth for thee! 1I I had thought
this very funny until I came home from work one
day and found my twelve-year-old son and a young
ne i ghborhood friend in earnest conversation with
an angry fire marshal and a distraught policeman.
Apparently in midafternoon the two boys had hidden
in our too1shed and while there had burned oily
rags in a metal wastebasket for the purpose of
sending smoke signals to distant Indians. Our
cleaning woman had seen smoke coming from under
the toolshed door, had panicked and had thoughtlessly called the fire department. The aftermath
of this episode was almost more humiliating than
the event itself. My wife insisted that I journey
out to Lotspeich School to warn Headmaster Ted
Wuerful that there was a fifty-fifty chance that
his student body included a lying pyromaniac. I
say "fifty-fifty" and "lying" because each boy
had given credit for starting the fire to the
other, and both boys could not be telling the
truth. Knowing that twelve-year-01ds are not
members of the human race and that Ted Wuerfu1
had been dealing with the species for more than
thirty years, I was not surprised by the calm
way in which he ' received my news, but I was
somewhat shocked by two new insights that he
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g~ve me.
I! AII growing boYs I
'
,
tlme or another " he
'd
p ay wlth flre at one
,
sa~
"A
'
truth that is the
d'
. s f or t e 1 I1ng
the
t'
pro uct of education. Men learn
o tell the truth only very gradually, and some
of them never learn at all. How many adults do ou
know who alw~ys tell the truth?" I was floored y
by the q~e~t10n, although I must admit that I had
had SUsp1c10ns about the veracity of some of my
adult friends for many years •

. By the time Mr. Wuerfel and I parted,
we were ~n general agreement that the truth-telling
prope nsi t ies of mankind were sparse at best. Indee d , upon f urther reflection I reached the sad
conclusion t h at the only times that some of my
friends tell the truth is when they are on their
knee s in ch urch or prone on some psychiatrist's
couch paying the shrink fifty dollars an hour to
listen to them.
It is not so much that they deliberately lie as it is that they have an infinite
capacity for self-deception. They are, quite
literally, strangers to the truth.
Recognizing and telling the truth is
so essential for good writing because honest
writing is necessarily an expression of the
writer's extended personal experience even when
he is writing fiction and quite obviously when
he is se1ecting materia1 for n on-fiction. Otherwise he doesn't know what he is ta1king (or writing)
about. We are usually amused by the sarcastic
observation about a man whose s e lf-image bulks
so large that he can think about 1itt1e else:
"No matte r what his announced subject, his real
subject is always himse1f." S a d to re1ate, th~s
~s unavoidab1y true to some extent about all
of us. The good write r does not d eny that fact
but does try to keep his own self in bounds,
to be objective, and to focus mostly on the
world of other people.
!"alrnt=:5s ~nd o b j e c t i v i .....y as goals extend even to matters generally considered to be
highly subjective. The Ind ian saying, "Nev 7r
criticize a man until you have walked one m1le
in his moccasins," or better yet, the French
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saying, "To know all is to forgive all " are examples
of the true intelle'c tual' s attempts to be nonjudgmental, to divorce one's self from emotional involvement which usually results in such distortion
of reality that it constitutes a violation of artistic
integrity. The reification of emotions -- treating
them as if they are things that can be accurately
quantified and qualitatively assessed -- is a phenomenon that is relatively new.
It is an attribute of the existentialism of Camus and ' Sartre
first generally discussed shortly before World
War II. But there is something more than objectivity which is the main thrust in Camus' The
Stranger, a work recently included in a BostOn
Herald-American list made by five English professors of the twenty greatest books of all time.
The protagonist in that book d emonstrates the
unavoidability of emotional commitment and involvement. Both, according to Camus, are essential
ingredients of our humanity just as imagination
is the essential ingredient of love and affection,
of the caring and outreach without which an individual is said to be a stranger to the world
and emotionally sick. A person totally without
feeling - '- such as the " Butcher of Belsen I ! - is said to be psychotic -- out of touch with
reality. Note well, however, that " reality " in
this context includes large elements that are
subjective, 'e motional and unquantifiable.
Oliver Gale , our member who writes
most effectively in the realm of fiction, had
as the theme of his superb November paper the
fact that there is a "death in life " which can
be worse than physical existence without,honor.
Sydney Carton dramatized the same theme ~n
Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities, but Gale g~ve
his narrative an added fillip by having h~s
hero salvage his otherwise lost self:respec~
by self-deceptionI particularly l1ked th:s
surprise ending because it underscore d my l1felong feeling that people who disagree with me
are out of touch with reality.
We have discussed the reflection in
good literature of God as Truth. God as love
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is reflected in literary generosity.
In my opinion,
the best writers give of themselves. This is often
at psychic , cost and at a sacrifice of personal
pride. Examples of this are some fin e works of
fiction which are really thinly disguised autobiography such as Samuel Butler's The Way of All
F lesh, Dickens' David Copperfield, Somerset Maugham's
Of Human Bondage and Thomas Wolfe's Look Homeward
Angel.
In the realm ·o f nonfiction, autobiographies
such as Moss Hart's Act One and Alexander King's
Mine Enemy Grows Older also contain much material
that must have been very humiliating t o their
authors.
In effect , the honest and sharing author
says, "This has been my e xperience.
It was painful to me , and I am ashamed of my behavior, my
callousness and stupiQity, but perhap s you can
l e arn from my mistakes . , 11
This kind of g e nerosity is the antithesis of selfishness, pride and vaing lory, which
constitute the first of the seven d ead ly sins.
When we are born, nothin g exists for any of us
e x cept insofar as it answers our needs. We are,
quit e lite r ally, the center of the unive rs e . As
we g row old er, we are shocked to d iscove r that
everyone else thinks that he is the center of
the universe, and reluctantly a n d gradually we
adjust to this ' painful bit of wisdom. Ch ristians
believe that God gave the world His on l y-begotten
s on as an exa mple of how to love othe r s rath er
than ourselves. Whatever else He may have been,
Christ was a man who lived supremely f or others.
In this season of His birth, many of us become
a little less self-centered a nd think of others.
At least we think of our family a nd friends.
Sometimes we put a dollar into a Salvation Army
stree t kettle if the bell ringe r stand ing ne x t
to it rings his bell in our ear loudly enough
or if we think that we d re being ob3 e rvcd .
Literary gene rosity, like the giving
of material gifts, is base d on hurnilit~, which,
in turn, is usually a product of matur~ty. ~
wit recently d e scribed t h e latter as lI a feel~ng
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w~ich

comes o~er you when you look back on your
and real~ze that you were wrong on just abou t
'
" But honesty and generosity are imevery th lng.
possible without humility.
l~fe

The third of the three related subjects
of this paper is our Literary Club.
It means
different things to each of us. Our individual
descriptions of it are as divergent as the d escr~ptions of the fabled elephant made by three
bl~ndfolded men.
Our sagacious historian, Eslie
Asbury, says that our club is a fellowship of
" clubbable " men, " clubbable " meaning congenial,
articulate individuals who enjoy writing, are
well-mannered and are tolerant of the feeble
literary efforts of other members. Our suave
and sophisticated new member, Stanley Troupe,
stated in his first paper that he was vastly
impressed by the magic ability of the club to
metamorphose members on Monday nights into a
form of finer clay than they are made of on
the other six days of the week. Stanley was
too kind to define our condition during those
six days. President Frank Mayfield, in a beautiful paper read on the 128th anniversary of our
Club, described our fellowship with such affection
and in such glowing terms that we all thought
that we had arrived in the promised land. The
presence of two Farrah Fawce~t- Majors ~y~ e
cateresses in our midst servlng a magnlflcent
dinner strengthened the illusion.
The Club has given me six great gifts:
(1) The ability to look forward to
Mondays with pleasure.

(2)
reading.
(3)

A direction to my non-professional
An ince ntive to overcoffi: ~y horribly

ObdfUbsc:~i~~ ~~~l~n~~r~~~t~~~e~~:rned

convoluted and
in law school an
as
Code.
Ever-widening horizons which are
(4)
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more characteristic of youth than
.

.

(5)

o

f

my present age .

A captive aUdience of exceedingly

~ntell~gent and sensitive men who react with

honesty and kindness to my papers.
(6)

Increasing self- knowledge .

In connection with the last-mentioned
" g~. ft , " h onesty f orces me to say that the view inward is not always an unalloyed joy. It has resulted in a tortured spirit which shows through
in my writing and which is grounded in a major
confusion of values. My problem is that although
I am basically a conservative Republican and
vote that way 95% of the time, r t e nd to like
Democrats more than Re publicans . Democratic
sins tend to be the sins of youth. They show
conce rn for mankind , even when that means giving
~ tax dollars to every imaginable hare-brained
scheme. They often involve sex at government
expense with beautiful young secretaries in
Washington. On the other hand, Republicans'
sins are the sins of old age, involving conceit,
self-deception, greed for money and lust for
power.
I find these very unattractive. John
Steinbeck, a superb stylist whose every sentence
makes me want to read the next, had one of his
characters say almost the same thing in his
book Cannery Row, published in 1945 :
" It has always seemed str ange to
me (that) the things we admire in
men, kindness and g enerosity, openness, honesty, understanding and
feeling, are the concomitants of
failure in our system. And those
traits we d etest, ::;ho.rpneoc, greed,
acquisitiveness, meanness, e gotism
and self-inte rest, are the traits
of success. And while men admire
the quality of the first, they
love the produce of the second ."
But if I discuss all of my problems,
psychic and otherwise, this paper will be much
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too long. Unfortunately, it is beginning to
sound so pontifical that reading the last line
of a British prayer for the elderly now seems
appropriate: "Thou knowest, Oh Lord, that it
does seem a shame not to share all of my vast
store of wisdom acquired over tne-years. But
Thou knowest, Lord, that I need a few friends
at the end."
I therefore now wish to each of you
fellow members of our beloved and unique Club,
and to our guests, a very Merry Christmas and
the happiest of New Years.

Robert W. Hilton, Jr.

